2000 mercedes-benz c230

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also
how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories
free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site,
we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Pricing Specs Equipment. Interior Front head room 37 " Rear head room 37 " Front
shoulder room 55 " Rear shoulder room 54 " Front hip room 53 " Rear hip room 54 " Front leg
room Maximum cargo capacity Standard seating 5 Exterior Length Fuel Fuel tank capacity
Torque rpm 2, Drive type rear-wheel Turning radius Research Another Vehicle. We notice you're
using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. By choosing this color:. Cancel Change Color. By choosing this option:. Cancel
Confirm. Updating Configuration Although this wouldn't be our first choice in this market
segment, the dated but well-rounded C-Class still offers virtues of safety, performance and
luxury. Many aspire to own a car with the three-pointed star on the hood, but few have the
means. For those on the fence, the entry-level C-Class is the way to get a foot in the door. But
don't let the term "entry level" fool you. Even the most basic C is well equipped with luxury
amenities and infused with the solid engineering that is a Mercedes-Benz hallmark. Despite its
age, this 7-year-old sedan still entices with ample room for four, rich wood and leather, sprightly
performance and that world-renowned ornament above the grille. Three C-Class models are
available for the final year of this design cycle. The C Kompressor is powered by the same
supercharged 2. Making horsepower and ft-lbs. A five-speed adaptive logic automatic
transmission transfers power to the rear wheels, and features Touch Shift gear selection for to
appeal to fans of manual gearboxes. Standard equipment on the C includes front and side
airbags, traction control, stability control, ABS with Brake Assist, and a BabySmart child-seat
recognition system. Leather and burled walnut wood trim are included in the base price, as are
an automatic climate-control system, integrated garage door opener, power driver's seat with
way adjustment and heated exterior mirrors. Stepping up to the C nets additional goodies like a
Bose audio system and power passenger's seat, but the premium paid for this pricey C
primarily covers the silky-smooth 2. It doesn't make a C get up and go any quicker than the
blown four on the C The benefit of C ownership is refinement. For those needing maximum
performance and guaranteed exclusivity, Mercedes offers the AMG-massaged C43, which is
discussed separately from the C and C Handling is sure-footed with either the C or the C, and
braking ability is astounding in panic situations, although the C, at fewer pounds than the C,
feels somewhat more agile. Frankly, we fail to see how Mercedes justifies the premium
commanded by the C In fact, the only complaint we can voice about the C is that the grumbling
exhaust note doesn't impart much of a sense of luxury or prestige. But if you can get beyond
that and the fact that the nomenclature on the decklid indicates to others that you bought the
cheap car, a C Sport is the way to go. But you've really gotta want a Benz to buy the aging
C-Class. It's not a bargain, and there are less expensive ways to obtain a small luxury-brand
sedan. A BMW i is a better deal, for example, or an Acura 3. For some, however, the lure of that
three-pointed star outweighs a kidney-shaped grille topped with a blue and white roundel. You
could do worse than to select the nicely appointed and eminently capable C-Class. Available
styles include C 4dr Sedan, and C 4dr Sedan. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz C-Class. Is it better to lease or
buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And
from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments,
pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a
less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to
drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No manual transmission, aged design,
grumbling exhaust note of C Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. TeleAid, which can assist in summoning help if

you're ill or involved in a crash, is a brilliant new standard feature. A Touch Shift automanual
transmission is added to all C-Class models, and stability control is standard this year. C-Class
now comes with free scheduled service for the duration of the warranty period. Read more.
Write a review See all 33 reviews. My first Benz but I would say I couldn't be happier with the
car. It's been 10 years since I purchased it and I have been very blessed. This c has been a great
car. We are looking for a 3rd car right now and we are staying with the Mercedes brand. Once
we purchase the ML the little c will go to my daughter who just got her license. I trust this car so
much that I want my daughter to be safe on the road as well as a very reliable car. Yes the
repairs are not cheap but they do not come that ofter. I would put a word of caution when
purchasing a c kompressor make sure that the variable timing module has been replaced, it is
something that the c kompressor are known for having issues with. This repaired cost us 1,
Read less. It drives like a dream and my last car was a Lexus LS, so I know smooth. The small
dealer slapped a sloppy paint job on the damaged left side, even stuck a screw through the left
bumper to hold in place. Also, airbag lights are on, so what. That's fine with me, because my
pre-purchase inspection gave the engine an A-Plus! I'll get a better paint job and maybe fix that
SRS airbag light later. In the meantime, it drives like a fine luxury automobile should drive, like
silk. Do I miss my Lexus? I keep asking my wife, Is this car too good to be true? I am the owner
of a Mercedes-Benz C-Class White car I love my vehicle I love driving it everyday makes me feel
good the only thing you should know about these cars is you don't have the money to keep it
maintained well you should not get it because you are high maintenance cars if something
should go wrong with it it'll cost you a pretty penny but nothing really goes wrong with it for a
long while a little goes a long way. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the C-Class. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Literally the best experience I could have ever imagined. Above and beyond in all categories.
What a smooth experience with these guys. Would recommend to anyone and would return in
the future. A special thanks to Jose. A class act when it comes to salesmen. Fabulous
experience and friendly atmosphere. Buying a Mercedes is not pretentious! In fact, the dealer
programs were aggressive to sell and buyer friendly. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26
motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and
made everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an
amazing selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at 26 motors Jamaica was very dedicated to
ensuring that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely recommend shopping there for future
car purchases. Very vague about the cost of the car. Wanted me to come in before discussing
price. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? Horrible experience do not even bother I
warn you!! Jessica and her team did everything to make sure I got the suv I wanted with a good
interest rate. Asked the dealer if any dealer fee and they answered no and even asked twice
before making the journey to the site in the rain. I got a lot of attitude just to make sure if this
not part of the deal. And guess what as soon as I arrive, dealer fees, which no one can explain.
Waste of time. Asked asked a number of questions and they never got back to me with the
answers they just kept asking can they help us. Charging 8k on top of the price of the vehicule
for dealer fees lol when I asked why, they said did you check how are these cars in Bmw? What
a joke!! The car that was on the lot was not the car advertised in the picture same color different
VIN. There was a significant difference in the price of the car. Osa helped me for months even
throught me being very annoying and picky about the car and prices. He worked with me every
step of the way and lowered the prices for me and helped me! I love this place and i highly
recommend everyone to get their car here! So happy with my new car! As a first time buyer, the
staff at 26 Motors Jamaica definitely walked me step by step through the whole buying process
and made sure I was happy. All business aside, the people there were so fun and cool. Never a
dull moment at 26 Motors Jamaica. The process was pretty quick and easy. Great salesman
Denzel! Thank you Car castle. Stay away and save ur time. Its NOT a warranty, you would still
end up paying if things go wrong later. Horrible experience. I give 0 stars. Dishonest dealer. I
bought from somewhere else. Also this car advertised was an E but looked like a C with a
switched nameplate. Stay for away from this dealer. I am waiting. I contacted dealership to see if
car was available and was told yes. Arrived at dealership that same afternoon and was then told
it sold the previous day. My experience at DeMontrond was excellent. There was no pressure
from the staff. The buying car experience was quick and easy. Actually went through a whole 3
hour battle to made sure i found the right car at the right price with my credit score.. Called and
spoke to a representative, they didn't have all the answers so a female saying she was the
manager comes on. I couldn't even get a word in. Was asking about warranty and was told I
need to be physically be there to discuss. Would be nice if this female that claims she is a

manager took the time to listen and answer all my questions. Highly underprice cars listed on
Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of exorbitant mandatory up-charges. Received a
generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and in my response back they didn't respond. Not
sure how many people they fool using their questionable business practices, but 1 is too many.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized
Mercedes-Benz Dealer. Private Seller: Anthony. Hattiesburg, MS Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Loved the body style. Other perks where Powered fold out mirrors. Rear window privacy
curtain. Review back up camera. I never saw the car in person; my opinion is from photos and
discussions with the seller. I had either never seen or never payed attention to the c-class, so
this was an enlightening and educational observation. Great looking car, and seems to have
quality features. Read more. It has many features. It is a great value, as it has low miles and its
clean. I compared it to Fiat, Toyota, and others. I got a great deal!!! Why Use CarGurus? You
might have noticed that periodically we find occasion to be unkind to a vehicle. Forget for a
moment our skepticism about the feasibility of any luxury automaker introducing a hatchback
model to the small-car-phobic American public. BMW tried precisely the same thing with the ti
between and â€”with spectacularly poor results. Forget, too, that this Mercedes looked, with its
bulging bum and two-pane glass backlight, like a modern Renault a company that was shamed
out of America after foisting the Alliance on our fair country. No, we were not rude to Mercedes
for these reasons. Our real concerns had to do with the function of the automobile: 1 The
engine, a 2. For the model of the C, Mercedes has largely addressed our engine complaint with
an all-new 1. On paper, this engine would seem to be a step backward for Mercedes. It's down
about a half-liter of displacement compared with the old engine, and it makes less peak
horsepower and torque. And it makes those peaks at higher revs. The old 2. The new 1. Indeed,
the sprint to 60 mph for the 1. We attribute this, in part, to an engine-management system that
will not allow for abusive standing starts. Try as you might, the engine will not rev above rpm
with the clutch pedal in. This is not something most ownersâ€”the majority of whom we don't
anticipate will go bracket drag racingâ€”need worry about. Even better, with this engine the C
is, if not exactly transformed, at least a more pleasant thing to use. The previous engine felt
weak at low revs, despite its power advantage and greater displacement. Higher in the rev
range, the 2. Worse, it sounded as if it had an acute and chronic case of gastrointestinal
distress. The 1. So zealous was Mercedes in exorcizing the flatulence of the old motor that this
new one makes almost no noise at all. This is, indeed, a good thing if you're in the market for a
comforting companion on long commutes. But the C three-door lacks zest. Its shifter hasn't
improved; it's still plasticky and slow to engage anew gear. Maybe if the company had called it a
C hatchback, we wouldn't keep expecting it to drive like a "sports coupe. Mercedes does offer
this new 1. But the three-doorâ€”well, the three-door has no competitors in the
premium-hatchback segment. On the upside, all three-doors come standard with automatic
climate control and a stability-control system. Stupidly, an in-dash CD player is not available.
And then you'd have something you couldn't just as easily have on the four-door
modelâ€”some distinction other than the hatchback. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s
to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup
Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Jeffrey G. Russell
Car and Driver. From the July issue of Car and Driver. More Sporting Rides. Expand Collapse.
This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help
users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From From the
Archive. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors
Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology

Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. For more information go to The C is
touted as the most responsive and most fun to drive among Mercedes Benz's C-class models.
Its low price, coupled with a range of features such as a multifunction steering wheel and
automatic climate control, offers value for money. It gives a balanced feel when driving
compared to the heavier vehicles powered by V-6 engines. It also offers great body control,
thanks to its reliable suspension. Your precious C's condition should never be overlooked. Do
you regularly change its oil? Oil change can be an unwanted task for many car owners, but it is
necessary. Because if you do not change the oil, sludge will build up in engine components
such as the valves, camshafts, piston rings, and crankcase. Eventually, it will be costly for you
to have your engine cleaned or to have the damaged engine parts repaired. So think of regular
oil changes as inexpensive insurance for your engine. We give you some helpful tips so that
you can perform oil change properly on your C The standard interval for Mercedes Benz
vehicles is six months or 3, miles. For the specific year of your C, it is best to refer to your
owner's manual for the exact oil change schedule. The wrong oil can reduce lubrication and
ultimately, the lifespan of your engine. So it pays to know the right oil type before adding new
oil. In most Mercedes Benz cars, the oil cap bears the correct oil type for your engine. If you
cannot find the exact oil type on the cap, consult your owner's manual. DIY oil change is great,
as it saves you money instead of having a mechanic do the job for you. But be mindful of your
safety as well. Each time you work under your car, you are at risk of exposure to other liquids
like coolant, brake fluid, and battery acid. Wear the right safety gear to protect your eyes and
skin. Have enough ground clearance so that you can properly, safely, and comfortably work
under your C Drive your car up on ramps, with adequate clearance so that you will be able to fit
and work under the car. Apply the brake and place wheel chucks on the rear wheels. Remove
the lower plastic cover and put a drain pan under the car. Pull off the oil drain plug near the oil
pan. Install a new oil filter; be sure that its opening faces the engine. Put the oil drain plug back
on the oil pan. Now, you can proceed to adding engine oil. Make sure the engine is not overfilled
with oil by doing the following: add 6 quarters of oil, start the engine, and check for leaks. Put
back on the lower plastic cover if you do not notice any leaks. Then lower your vehicle to the
ground, turn off the engine, and let it settle for a moment. Lastly, check the oil level and keep on
adding oil until it reaches the dipstick's full level mark. Mercedes Benz has been a reputed
luxury car brand in the United States for many years. In , its mark to the market as a competitive
manufacturer of quality cars has been again imprinted with the introduction of a compact unit
also labeled as the Baby Benz. A combination of a sports car and a luxury sedanâ€”that was
what the Mercedes Benz C was all about. Its good consumer reception was a proof that
everything in it, from the distinctive front fascia to the powertrain assemblies, is a true-blooded
Mercedes family model. Marketed as a replacement for the Mercedes units sold between and ,
these models breathed with either a four-cylinder or six-cylinder engine, yielding a power
between hp and hp. A standard automatic transmission was used, but customers could opt for a
manual if desired. Fuel capacity successively improved through the years, which started out
with a 2. Safety and performance were two things distinguishable about Mercedes, so with the
first-generation models, the units were equipped with an ABS, side airbags, side-impact
protection, and brake assist. Performance units were also manufactured; these AMG-tweaked
models had an inline 6-cylinder engine that could yield hp. In , an improved AMG version
powered by a 4. With this power, these cars could cruise through roads at The
second-generation models started out with V6 petrol engines of either inline-four or inline-five
cylinders. Using six-speed manual gearboxes, the model variants included a sedan, a two-door
hatchback coupe, and a station wagon. The old 2. The interiors of the three body styles were
revised in The new facelift included a set of analog gauges, an iPod connection kit, and a
restyled center console and audio system. Following the facelifts was a shift to a six-cylinder
engine that tamed down carbon emissions and improved power by 24 percent compared with
the older engines. Newer versions of the C had an extended wheelbase and a stronger
bodyshell. The models were available in different trims that were characterized by their
powertrain. Generally, these models were equipped with a standard seven-speed automatic
transmission and a rear-wheel drive. The standard units operated at hp, while the AMG models
run at hp to hp. When it comes to interior design, the cars looked very appealing with a colored
LCD screen that displayed secondary vehicle functions. The models also had restyled side
mirrors and turn signals as well as LED lights for the bumper fog lights. Overall, the new models
were easier to drive because of the added agility control, which could be used to adjust the

settings for suspension and damper according to the driving habits and road conditions. Even
more, an upgrade option could be had by choosing an advanced agility control package that
included a sport mode button. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Mercedes Benz C Alternator. Mercedes Benz C
Ball Joint. Mercedes Benz C Blower Motor. Mercedes Benz C Brake Booster. Mercedes Benz C
Brake Caliper. Mercedes Benz C Brake Disc. Mercedes Benz C Bumper Cover. Mercedes Benz C
Catalytic Converter. Mercedes Benz C Control Arm. Mercedes Benz C Fender. Mercedes Benz C
Floor Mats. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Filter. Mercedes Benz C Fuel Pump. Mercedes Benz C
Headlight. Mercedes Benz C Lowering Kit. Mercedes Benz C Parking Light. Mercedes Benz C
Serpentine Belt. Mercedes Benz C Spark Plug. Mercedes Benz C Starter. Mercedes Benz C
Steering Knuckle. Mercedes Benz C Steering Rack. Mercedes Benz C Tail Light. Mercedes Benz
C Throttle Body. Mercedes Benz C Vapor Canister. Mercedes Benz C Water Pump. Mercedes
Benz C Window Motor. Mercedes Benz C Window Regulator. Mercedes Benz C Wiper Blade.
Mercedes Benz C Wiper Motor. Refine by:. See All. Shop Mercedes Benz C Parts. Showing 1 - 15
of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Mercedes Benz C Customer Reviews. Oct 12, I actually
ordered the wrong patt. Julius Goodwin. Purchased on Sep 20, Jun 11, I put this on my C Looks
identical to OEM as far as I can tell. Purchased on Jan 11, Jun 10, The part installed very easy.
Good quality part!! Purchased on Sep 01, Mercedes Benz C Guides. Mercedes Benz C The Story
of a Baby Benz America Learns to Love â€” First generation options for engine and fuel
capacity â€” Second generation changes to the body styles and interiors â€” present: Third
generation improvements in body, style, and performance. Formerly known as Daimler-Benz,
DaimlerChrysler created Mercedes Benz and has since been known as a certain brand of
automobiles and trucks that are commonly known as simply Mercedes. It is also being
considered as the world's oldest automobile manufacturer having end-products with reputation
of outstanding quality. Over the years, Mercedes Benz has remained competitive in their
struggle to dominate a wide spread of market segment and is now one of the most successful
automobile manufacturer. Benz has created thousands of vehicle models and platforms
including the stylish Benz C This stylish car carries unique Mercedes Benz C parts with good
quality for enough performance. Like other vehicle manufacturer, Benz has their own strategies
to cope up with the current market situation and ever-changing trends. They keep on monitoring
present community trends, analyze customer requirements and channel their developments and
designs towards the demands. As a result, Mercedes Benz was able to handle buying demands
expertly. Benz's C-Class vehicles are one proof. It is a price-leading sport coupe that never fails
to attract first-time Benz buyers with its combined style, space and features. And with the
strategies that Benz holds, you can be sure you'll get to buy only high-quality vehicles with
durable and efficient parts. Also, with their long stay in this kind of business, Mercedes was
able to establish high-class quality controls over its products. You're C, of course, needs all the
parts it's supposed to have so to perform effectively on the road. Parts such as engines,
transmissions, brakes, hoods, seats, instrumental panel, chassis, doors, windows, wheels, etc.
There are cases, however, where you have to replace some of these parts; maybe due to
damages brought by accidents and collisions, long years of service or maybe you just want to
upgrade some of its features. No need to worry about such cases; there
1979 camaro radio
iphone earbud wiring diagram
single phase motor wiring diagram
are lots of manufacturers and dealers at the market today that cater to every parts needs and
demands of the buying public. The market offers wide array of parts for your Mercedes Benz C
These parts differ in types, kinds and classifications. You may find C auto parts, body parts, car
parts or replacement parts. The market also offers durable C aftermarket parts, performance
replacement parts, OEM parts, factory parts or used parts. The latter being the cheaper for the
reason that they are second-hand parts; they still offer quality though. Your C parts may also
vary in sizes, colors, designs, makes and finishes depending on your preferences. Helpful
Automotive Resources. The recalls in question are part of a year-long investigation conducted
by the NHTSA on vehicles from the to model years where it identified the automaker for. Contact
Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

